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        (a)  a hut of an old lady                          

        (b)  a hut of an old hermit                      

      1. Which words define a person in a negative way? 

        (a) bad and rude words                  

        (b) good words           

      2. Who went for hunting ?

        (a) Minister                              (b) Soldier                          (c) King

        (c)  a hut of an old man

        (c) manipulative words     

B. Answer the following questions.                                                               (3x2=6M)

     1. Why did the old hermit refuse to give water to all the ministers?                                                                

      3.What did Minister find in the jungle?

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________

     2. How can you say that a person is good ?                                                                

A. Tick (    ) the right answer.                                                                       (3x1=3M)

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________
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     following jumbled words in correct order to form a sentence.            (2x1=2M)

     1. harsh ______________                    2. popular ______________ 

     3. inside ______________                    4. bitter     ______________

E. Words must  be written in a set order to form a sentence. Rewrite the                 

     1. Everyone liked by is a person polite.

        _______________________________________________________________  

        _______________________________________________________________ 

F. By using ‘ess’ to the Masculine gender.                                                  (3x1=3M)

      2.  Lion   ___________________

      3. Priest ___________________  

G. Write the opposite genders of the following nouns.                           (2x1=2M)

      1. Prince   ___________________

      1.  Actor  ___________________

     2. The king returned soldier to water without.

      2. Brother  ___________________  

     2.  Every person is know by his  ______________ of speaking. 

     4.  We must learn to talk politely and softly to ______________ .   

     5.  Everyone was looking for  ______________.                             

        _______________________________________________________________ 

D. Write the words that mean the opposite of the following.                  (4x1=4M)

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

C. Fill in the blanks.                                                                                       (5x1=5M)

     1.  The King went for ______________ with his ministers.

     3.  Good words define a person in a  ______________ way.

     3. What do you understand by the word politeness?                                                               
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          (a)  wasps                             (b) bees                                  (c) flowers

          (a)  his neighbour                  (b) a pet dog                           (c) a tame sparrow   

 Ans.________________________________________________________________

 Ans.________________________________________________________________

     1.   Why does the poet describe it as 'burning bright' ?                                                                

      1.  The light basket given by bird contained ___________.

          (a)  stones                            (b) purse and Jewels              (c) fruits 

A. Tick (    ) the right answer.                                                                       (3x1=3M)

      2.  The Poor man had only one friend. 

      3. The heavy basket given by bird contained . 

B. Answer the following questions.                                                            (3x2 = 6M)

        ________________________________________________________________

     2.   Which of the basket did old man choose and why ?                                                                

 Ans.________________________________________________________________

        ________________________________________________________________

     3.  How was the greedy old woman punished for her cruelty ?                                                                

        ________________________________________________________________
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C. Fill in the blanks.                                                                                      (5x1=5M)

     1.  The pet sparrow had a hearty meat of the _______________ .

     3.  The old man was not happy because of his _______________ wife.

     4.  The sparrow could speak as _______________ do.

     5.  The wealthy widower  _______________ a son to comfort in his old age.

D. Write the nouns hidden in following words.                                               (5x1=5M)

     1.  rainbow         ____________________                ____________________

     2.  The sparrow _______________ the old man to accept a gift.

     2.  newspaper   ____________________                  ____________________ 

     3.  Courtyard     ____________________                  ____________________ 

     4.  birthday        ____________________                  ____________________  

     5.  sunbeam     ____________________                  ____________________ 

                                                                                                                  (whom / who)

E. Fill in the blanks with suitable relative pronouns given in the brackets.

     2.  The dog ______________ bit the boy, is mad.                         (which / whose)

     3.  The book __________ I was looking for, is no where in market. (which / whose)

     6. The girl _______________ hair is grey, is my maid’s daughter.    (whom / whose)  

     5. The car ___________ was sold by him is not in good condition. (which / whose)    

                                                                                                                         (6x1=6M)

     4.  The Taj Mahal _______________ was built by shahjahan is very beautiful.

     1.  The boy _______________ was wearing blue T-shirt, is my elder brother. 

                                                                                                                 (Who / Which)   
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         (a) Book                              (b) Money                            (c) Shoepolish kits

B. Answer the following questions.                                                               (4x2=8M)

      2.   What did Rizul do with the bag which he found in the compartment ?                                                                

          (a) A big city                       (b) Another village              (c) A town

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

          (a) corner of the town          (b) middle of the town           (c) away from the town     

        _______________________________________________________________ 

         (a) bunch of clothes           (b) bunch of fruits               (c) bunch of flowers

      3. The swallow dropped the sapphire into ____________for the poor young man.  

        _______________________________________________________________

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

     1.   Why did people take down the prince’s statue ?                                                                

     3.   Why was the match girl crying ?                                                                

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

     4. What did Rizul borrow from his friends 

      2.  The prince’s statue was situated in ____________.

      1.  Where did Rizul go after he left the village. 

A. Tick (    ) the right answer.                                                                           (4x1=4M)

        _______________________________________________________________
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     1. The boy jumped _________________ the pool.   

E. Fill in the blanks with a / an.                                                                    (3x1=3M)

     3. _________________ idea   

F. Fill in the blanks with correct prepositions.                                          (3x1=3M)

     2. _________________ musician

     3. Father is not _________________ his room.                                                 

     1. _________________ bowl 

     4. “How pretty!” 

Ans._______________________________________________________________    

     2. Sanjana is proud _________________ her beauty.

    4. Why did Rizul decided to leave his village?                                                                

        _______________________________________________________________

C. Fill in the blanks.                                                                                     (3x1=3M)

     1. There was no food, no love and no  _________________ in the small village. 

     2. Rizul always slept  ________________the railway station.

     3. He took the ________________ and went to the station master’s office.

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

D. Who said these statements and to whom?                                           (4x1=4M)

     1. “Only hard work can bring us success.” 

Ans._______________________________________________________________          

     2. “I found this bag in an empty compartment.”            

Ans._______________________________________________________________ 

     3. “But I don’t feel cold any more.” 

Ans._______________________________________________________________                
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A. Tick (    ) the right answer.                                                                       (4x1=4M)

      2.   Why do people go to library  

           (b) To Play with friends. 

           (c) To do painting with friends.     

      3.  What will happen if you disturb other readers ?

          (c) you will get a scolding from the librarian                        

      4. In which year was Columbia Space Shuttle(SST- 87) repaired and over hauled ?

        (a) 1997                              (b) 1968                               (c) 1999

B. Answer the following questions.                                                          (5x2=10M)

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

      2. How did kalpana feel when she saw the Earth from space?                                                                

          (a) you will not be allowed to enter the library 

      1. What is a library ?                                                                

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

      1.  Whom did Kalpana chawla marry?

          (b) you will get a reprimand from the librarian

        _______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________

     3. Why does the moonbeam come tip-toe on gentle feet ?                                                                

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________

           (a) B.P. Brown                     (b) J.P.Harrison                   (c) R.D.Richard

           (a) To read, study and borrow books.
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     2.  Can you play the guitar ? (Negative)

      2. Mother cooks the food.           ______________           ______________ 

    space provided.                                                                                        (3x1=3M)

      3.The teachers teach us.            ______________           ______________ 

  Ans._______________________________________________________________        

  Ans._______________________________________________________________                                      

E. Pick out the verbs and objects in the given sentences and write them in the  

                                                                  Verbs                            Objects

      1. I go to school.                         ______________           ______________ 

     3.  Will it be a holiday ? (Negative)

     5. All the books are ______________ when borrowed.

D. Answer the questions as directed in the brackets.                               (3x1=3M)

        _______________________________________________________________

     1. The person who is incharge of library and look after it, is called ____________.

     3. There is no ______________ and ______________ in space . 

     2. For the ordinary reader,__________are more convenient to read and to handle.

  Ans._______________________________________________________________

     4. What are the different kinds of libraries ?                                                                

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

    1.   Did you come to school yesterday ? (Positive)

     4. Kalpana was selected by NASA for being trained as an  ______________ .

        _______________________________________________________________

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

      5. Why did Kalpana study aerospace engineering?                                                                

C. Fill in the blanks.                                                                                       (5x1=5M)
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 Ans._______________________________________________________________

      3. Why was king surprised  

        (c) To see minister’s behavior.     

A. Tick (    ) the right answer.                                                                       (5x1=5M)

        (b) To see the hermit’s hut. 

      5. Who was Tom?

        (a) Old man                            (b) Old woman                    (c) Their neighbor                    

      4. The tip of the birds tongue was cut with pair of scissors by 

      1. Where did jim live?

        (a) To see the hermit’s behavior 

     1. Why did the old woman go to the sparrow?                                                                

        (a) his brother                         (b) his friend                        (c) a stranger

        (a) bad and rude words           (b) good words                  (c)manipulative words

        _______________________________________________________________

     2. Who has framed the beauty and symmetry of the tiger?                                                                

B. Answer the following questions.                                                              (8x2=16M)

        (a) Prairies                             (b) Kaladhungi                  (c) Sabanna

      2. Which words define a person in a negative way 

        _______________________________________________________________

 Ans._______________________________________________________________
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        _______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________

     2. The sparrow could speak as _______________ do.   

        _______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________

      8. What were the two lessons learnt by Robin?                                                                

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

     5. What happened to robin when he ran after the langurs?                                                                

     6. How was the greedy old woman punished for her cruelty ?                                                                

     4. Why is it necessary to be soft spoken?                                                                

     7. Why are the lamb and the tiger compared?                                                                

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

     1. We must learn to talk politely and softly to  _______________.  

     3. What does it cost us to be polite ?                                                                

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

C. Fill in the blanks.                                                                                 (10x1=10M)

     3. Jim Corbett was one of the greatest  _______________ in India.                                                                                                           
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     5. The king went for _______________ with his ministers.                                    

     6. Everyone was looking for _______________ .  

     8. The wealthy widower _______________ a son to comfort in his old age.                                                                                                                      

     4. Kaladhungi was situated in _______________. 

     9. Jim Corbett would kill only _______________ animals.                            

     1. rude   __________________                    

     2. forget __________________      

     7. The pet sparrow had a hearty meal of the _______________.                                               

     10. Robin never _______________ his master’s whistle and never to langurs.                    

D. Write the words that mean the opposite of following.                            (3x1=3M)

     3. inside   __________________                

E.  Words must be written in a set order to form sentence. rewrite the following   

      jumbled words in correct order to form a sentence.                           (3x1=3M)

 Ans._______________________________________________________________ 

     1. Cost us any thing does not politeness.

     2. give some me water.

 Ans._______________________________________________________________ 

     1.  Husband   __________________                

     

 Ans._______________________________________________________________ 

     3. Spoken can never taken be back words once.

F. Write the opposite genders of the following nouns.                              (2x1=2M)

     2.  Peacock __________________       
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     3. as busy as a    ____________________                   

     5. as proud as a   ____________________

                Positive                   Comparative                               Superlative

     4.        Happy             ____________________              ____________________   

H. Choose from the box and complete the following  phrases.                 (5x1=5M)

     1.         Short              ____________________             ____________________

     

     1. grassland __________________               

     2. handbag __________________

G. Write the nouns hidden in following words.                               (2x1=2M)

     2. as blind as a   ____________________

     1. as slow as a    ____________________

     4. as faithful as a ____________________

I. Write the correct comparative and superlative degree.                       (4x1=4M)

 

     3.         Old                ____________________             ____________________      

     2.         Weak             ____________________             ____________________               
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A. Tick (    ) the Correct answer.                                                                  (7x1=7M)

        (a) One of the greatest hunters of India.

        (b) One of the greatest poet of India.

        (a) bunch of clothes               (b) bunch of fruits              (c) bunch of flowers

        (c) One of the greatest athlete of India. 

      2.Who was Jim Corbett? 

      1. The swallow dropped the sapphire into_________for the poor young man.   

     3 . Who went for hunting ? 

        (a) Minister                            (b) Soldier                         (c) King

      4.Which title the king of  Lilliput conferred to Gulliver?

        (a) Title of Nardoc                  (b) Title of Mardoc             (c) Title of Dardoc

      5. What was the age of Rizul when he left his village?  

        (a)Thirteen                            (b) Eleven                         (c) Nine 

      6. Who sent the messengers of peace to Lilliput? 

     7 . The heavy basket given by bird contained. 

        (a) wasps                              (b) bees                            (c) flowers

        (a) King of  Bhutan                (b) King of Malaysia           (c) King of Blefuscu  
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     8. What gift did the proud man give the poet ?                                                                

        _______________________________________________________________

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

     5. Why are the lamb and the tiger compared?                                                                

   4. What do you understand by the word politeness?

        _______________________________________________________________

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________

     7. What happened when Gulliver’s boat was overturned?                                                                

        _______________________________________________________________

     3. Why was the prince called the Happy Prince ?

        _______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

B. Answer the following questions.                                                           (10x2=20M)

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

     6. What did Rizul find in the train? what thought came into his mind?                                                                

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________

     1. Why little soldiers fled in terror?                                                                

     2. How did the poor man help the poet ?                                                                

 Ans._______________________________________________________________
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        _______________________________________________________________

     2. Harish will not go to school tomorrow _______________ his mother is not well.

    10. Why was the old man not happy ? Give two reasons.

     4. In the beginning, he had no  ______________ and no shelter. 

     7. ______________ struck with a big rock and broke into pieces.

     6. Good words define a person in a  ______________way  

        _______________________________________________________________

     3. Jim corbett had a knack for ____________.

     9. Kaladhungi was situated in ____________.

   10. Gulliver had a small estate in ______________. 

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

     8. Rizul always slept ______________ the railway station. 

     1. Namita has long hair _______________ her sister has short. 

     5. The king went for ______________ with his ministers.

     9. How did Robin save himself from the attack of a leopard?

C. Fill in the blanks.                                                                                  (10x1=10M)

     2. The people of ______________ did not believe on Gulliver’s story.

D. Fill in the blanks with corrects Conjunctions.                                      (2x1=2M)                                 

     1. The sparrow ______________ the old man to accept a gift.
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      1. “Only hard work can bring us success.”

    .                                                                          

     3. Kind  ____________________             ____________________  

E.  Write the correct comparative and superlative degree.                       (3x1=3M)

     1. ____________hero                                   

     3. ____________apple.     

H.  Fill in the blanks with the correct prepositions.                                  (2x1=2M)

G.  Who said these statements and to whom?                                          (3x1=3M)      

         Positive                   Comparative                               Superlative

     2. ____________electrician.                                    

     2. Large  ____________________             ____________________   

F.  Fill in the blanks with a / an.                                                                   (3x1=3M)

      3. “I found this bag in an empty compartment.”

     1. Rich   ____________________             ____________________               

      2. “Bring me the two precious things from this town.”

     1. A quarrel arose ______________ two boys.                   

     2. Look ______________ the beautiful scenery.                    
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A. Tick (    ) the Correct answer.                                                             (10x ½ =5M)

          (b) A person who only keeps records of books.

          (c) A person who cleans the books.      

          (a) A person who is incharge of a library and looks after it.

      2.  The tip of the bird’s tongue was cut with pair of scissors by ____________ 

          (a) money                               (b) ruby                            (c) gold coin 

         (a) Marry Burton                     (b) Lucy                            (c) Anne Brown

          (a) old man                           (b) old woman                   (c) their neighbour 

    4. Who did Gulliver marry ?

   in the Pacific Ocean.

             the Pacific Ocean.

        (a) Mani                                (b) Swaminathan               (c) Rajam

             down in the Pacific Ocean.

        (c) They stayed in the space only and astronauts came down in 

      3. The prince gave the ___________ to the sick boy’s mother.

     5.Who was the new student in the class?

      1.  Who is librarian?

      6. What happened to earlier spacecrafts that were sent to the moon?  

        (b) They were destroyed after two days and astronauts came 

        (a) They were destroyed and the astronauts came down 
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     2. What is clasped in the moonbeam’s hand ?                                                                

      7. Who Pulled out art half a dozen biscuits from his pocket? 

     1. How do the blue sea waves turn white ?                                            

        (a) Rajam                              (b) Swami                         (c) Mani 

       (c) a hut of an old man. 

        _______________________________________________________________

B. Answer the following questions.                                                          (13x2= 26M)

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

     9. Where did jim live?

      10. Who taught Rizul , “Begging or stealing cannot open any magic door.”

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

     8 . What did minister find in the jungle?

        (a) Prairies                            (b) Kaladhungi                  (c) Sabanna 

     3. How did Rizul earn his living ?                                                                 

        _______________________________________________________________

        (a) a hut of an old lady            (b) a hut of an old hermit     

     4. Describe the statue of Happy Prince. Where was it put up.                                                                

        (a) Rizul’s mother                   (b) Rizul’s father               (c) Rizul’s sister   

        _______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

   5. Which of the basket did old man choose and why ?                                                               

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

 Ans._______________________________________________________________
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        _______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________

     7. What was Kalpana Chawla life mantra ?                                                                

     8. Why did Mani bring a club to Nallappa’s Grove ? Had this been decided earlier?                                                                

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

    6. What is meat by ‘distant deeps’ ?                                                               

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

     9. What do you mean by a public library ?                                                                 

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________ 

     10. Why was the king of Lilliput displeased with Gulliver ?                                                                

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________  

      11. What is greater, gold or sympathy? Explain.                                                               

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________ 

   12. How did Jim teach himself to become a good hunter ? Give three examples.                                                               

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________

        _______________________________________________________________

 Ans._______________________________________________________________

   13. What  does it cost us to be polite ?                                                               
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     6.  School libraries are ___________________ part of the school.  

     2. Kalpana’s brother Sanjay Chawla joined the Aeronauts Club of America.

 D. Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false statements.                                       (3x  =3M)

     9.  The wealthy widower _______________ a son to comfort in his old age.

     3. Speaking harsh words will lead to more friends.

     1.   All the people paid their _________________ to the astronauts who worked for

     3.  Jim Corbelt was one of the greatest _________________ in India.

      7.  _________________was the pride of Malgudi.

     1. Little men were hostile with Gulliver. 

     2.  Rajam  _________________ his gun and fired a shot in air. 

     4.  Every person is know by his _________________ of speaking.

     4. Jim corbet used to spend nights in forests.

   10.  Kaladhungi was situated in _____________.

C. Fill in the blanks.                                                                                   (10x   =5M)

     8.  Rizul had earned his _________________ by his honesty and good manners.

     5. Some libraries allow only one book to be borrowed at one time

     5.  The little man had understood that the ___________________ was harmless .

           the mankind.    

  Ans._______________________________________________________________                               

E. Words must be written in a set order to form a sentence. Rewrite the following

     2. the King returned solider to water without.                                                                

     6. Every one hates rudeness. We should never boast or talk rudely.

  Ans._______________________________________________________________

     1. everyone liked by is a person polite.                                                               

      jumbled words in correct order to form a sentence.                          (2x1=2M)
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     2. ____________ cage                                      4. ____________ mango.  

                                                           Verbs                                     Objects

     4. Mother cooks the food     ________________            _________________  

     3. Who is standing _____________ your father ?

     3. The teachers teach us      ________________            _________________  

     3. He can score good marks ________________ he work hard.

G. Fill in the blanks with correct conjunctions                                          (4x  =2M)

     1. I start _____________ school _____________7.30 a.m

     2. Mukesh did not invite me for his birthdayparty _____________ I would not go.

     4. The kite flew  _____________ the tree.

     5. Can you draw scenery _____________ ten minutes ?

     1. The trees give us fruits     ________________             _________________       

     2. The students will listen  _____________ their teacher.

     6. Sanjana is proud _____________ her beauty.   

     2. The boy flies a kite          ________________            _________________   

F. Pick out the verbs and objects in the given sentences and write them in the 

H. Fill in the blanks with correct prepositions.                                             (6x  =3M)

I. Fill in blanks with a / an.                                                                           (4x  =2M)

     1. ____________ idea                                        3. ____________ river.                                    

     space provided.                                                                                        (4x  =2M)

     1. Sumit is busy with his new bat ____________ her sister is doing her homework.

     2. Two _______________ two make four.
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